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It is up to us to create the world we want to live 

Every species on earth has a purpose and every time we lose one, nature’s great equation is weakened. Whether it 

is by showcasing the know-how of communities grateful for what nature offers them, or by highlighting lesser-known 

species in order that they do not disappear, this collection intends to remind us that it is by protecting and valuing 

our biodiversity that we will build a better world.



IRIS Design: Paulo Alves



IRIS
The IRIS bench is a tribute to diversity.
Each piece is made up of multiple species that enhance each other. 
An inspiration for a model of society.

Design: Paulo Alves

Precious FSC and PEFC certified species: Amapa, Angelim pedra, 
Angelim vermelho, Castanha - sapucaia, Cedrinho, Cumaru, Cupiuba, 
Jatoba, Jarano, Louro aritu, Louro faia, Louro preto, Louro gamela Louro 
itauba, Macaranduba, Muiracatiara, Muirapiranga, Pequia marfin, 
Sucupira amarela, Sucupira vermelha, Sucupira preta, Tauari vermelho

Size:
1190 x 400 x 330 (mm)
1790 x 600 x 330 (mm)
2990 x 600 x 400 (mm)



ACARIQUARA STOOLS
The natural beauty of the acariquara cask inspired a light 
intervention ; like a drop of golden sap beading from the body 
of the tree

Design : Rachel & Benoît Convers



ANGELIM
Personalized angelim rajado version of the iconic Paulista sideboard 
for The Precious Collection. Give back its nobility to a forgotten specie.

Design: Paulo Alves

Precious FSC and PEFC certified species: Angelim rajado, Cumaru

Size: 2660 X 520 X 750 (mm)
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21 LIMITED EDITION OF THE 3 LEGGED CHAIR
BY RICARDO GRAHAM FERREIRA FOR PRECIOUS COLLECTION

Made in tropical Brazilian hardwood and natural fiber cord, THE 3 LEGGED CHAIR
uniqueness comes hand in hand with its simplicity and superb craftsmanship.

The shape of the backrest is created by a natural fiber cord, the tension
of which is generated from a toggle stick that twists the cord under the seat,

an elegant, simple and very effective solution.

Here the artist will select Precious FSC and PEFC certified species
among which roxinho, muirapiranga, muiracatiara.

This limited edition will be produced, numbered,
signed and certificated by the artist especially for the Precious Collection.

Size : Height: 30.32 in. (77 cm) /Width: 17.72 in. (45 cm) / 
Depth: 17.72 in. (45 cm) / Seat Height: 17.72 in. (45 cm)



BETSY & BARNEY LOVE SEAT

The perfect communion between raw material and the artist’s hand.

Design: Paulo Alves.

Precious FSC and PEFC certified species: Angelim pedra, Cumaru

Size: 1150 x 650 x 500 (mm)



BETSY & BARNEY LOVE SEAT Design: Paulo Alves



VASES ORIGINS
BY RICARDO GRAHAM FERREIRA 

FOR PRECIOUS COLLECTION

They are forms that arise from a visual 
and manual impulse from the raw material. 

The wood suggests the shape,
the hands with the tools obey and find the curves.



THE ROCK
A visual twist that turns wood as a fundamental material, 
a vegetable mineral

Precious FSC and PEFC certified specie : tauari vermelho 

Design : Rachel & Benoît Convers



VICTOR AFFARO
Traditional danse and celebration from the Yawanawa tribe paying 
tribute to their land. 
The Yawanawa don’t see themselves as the owners of the land. 
They are the care takers , the guardians , what our whole society 
should be inspired to implement sustainable model that contribute 
to maintain original ecosystems.
Sustainability means taking less than what the nature generates  
and respecting the balance of its biodiversity.

VICTOR AFFARO



PRECIOUS CC1

CC – “coupé cloué” – is an expression used in Gabon
to define a piece of furniture in its simplest form.

Inspired by «palaver chairs», CC1 is made in Gabon,
here in FSC-certified OKOUME with a natural or matt black ceruse finish.



THE BEAST
The forest is a stage, the flora is its living setting - 
its actors, the fauna, its star the gorilla

Design: Rachel & Benoît Convers

3 sizes: 2  100 mm / 700 mm / 250 mm

Custom made versions on demand.

COMING SOON
Ambassador of the rainforest, the beast will also become the ambassador

of the united for biodiversity movement whose vocation is to support

and promote the importance to value our biodiversity.

To turn vision into action, the beast will be developed in multiples species

coming only from rainforest certified managed sustainably,

and the revenues the sales will generate will be linked to conservation initiatives.
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